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Background 
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▪ The work done on 

construction sites is high 

risk, unsafe and could 

result in work-related 

accidents

▪ Accidents causes poor 

productivity and 

increases the project cost 



Accident statistics 

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Fatal  67 Fatal  74 Fatal  69 Fatal 82 Fatal 58

Accidents
8514

Accidents
8455

Accidents
7560

Accidents
8364

Accidents
7779

Total cost
R240 656 724

Total cost
R250 902 125

Total cost
R247 922 640

Total cost
R321 344 880

Total Cost
R301 218 438

Master Builders Association Western Cape 3
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Recent H&S Incidents (i)
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Recent H&S Incidents (ii)
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Recent H&S Incidents (iii)
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Recent H&S Incidents (iv)
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Concept
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▪ Standardized work 

is a suitable method 

to prevent 

construction 

accident
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Research Method
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▪ Question

▪ How standardized work prevents accidents on 

construction sites?

▪ Method

▪ Single case design approach deployed in Bloemfontein

▪ Data 

▪ Semi-structured interviews 

▪ Focus group interviews

▪ Nine participants
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Participants
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Findings [1]
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▪ What contribute to accidents on construction sites?

▪ The working conditions are often enthused by the desire 

of the workers to reach a high level of productivity

▪ The results of poor working conditions are influenced by 

numerous factors such as limited working space on the 

sites

▪ The impact of little spaces on sites forces construction 

managers to design a complex site layout

▪ The weather conditions are another factor contributing to 

poor working conditions, especially during the summer 

periods
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Findings [2]
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▪ There are various risks and hazards which are 

experienced by the workers while working on scaffolds

▪ The scaffold erectors must always check and test the 

resilience of scaffold equipment upon erecting the 

scaffolds

▪ Failure to control the working conditions of the workers 

at height, especially those who are working on a scaffold 

is hazardous to the workers at the lower levels

▪ The worker's medical fitness helps safety mangers to 

know the health status of individuals and those who will 

be able to work at height
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▪ How standardized work could prevent accidents?

Important steps Key points Reasons 

Step 1: Identify the 
causes of the problems. 
(For instance, poor 
working conditions) 

You must breakdown the 
construction activities or 
task and identify hazards 
which might cause injury 
or accidents in the 
workplace. 
(For instance, it is 
reported that poor 
housekeeping, limited 
working spaces and 
extreme weather 
conditions might cause 
errors and violations on 
site) 

This will help in the 
discovery of the root 
causes of the reported 
problems (construction 
accidents). 
 

Step 2: Prepare the 
workers to solve the 
problems 
(For instance, the 
workers must be taught 
about the safety 
regulations and how to 
identify hazards and 
risks when working on 
sites) 

It is important to improve 
the skills and knowledge 
of the workers through 
training. 

This will prepare the 
workers to have the 
skills and knowledge of 
the work. 

Step 3: Improve the 
operations 
(For instance, allow 
housekeeping to form 
part of the job task) 

The workers must be 
given the jobs task and 
be corrected if an error 
is experienced. 

Introduce continuous 
improvement for the job 
task. 
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Conclusion
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▪ Construction manager must start to include housekeeping

practice as part of the action plan when designing the 

critical path method

▪ The adaptions of standardized work to solve the reported 

construction accidents should follow the three important 

steps

▪ The use of standardized work could also help construction 

managers to set as a baseline to promote safety by 

eliminating errors and violations


